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1. Rebecca Creel called meeting to order at 10:20 a.m. and Terry English read 

notification of meeting. Sheena Criswell, LM volunteered to take minutes. 

2. Mr. Chambers presented he would like to see better communication with DHEC 

in regards to MAC meetings in order to advise DHEC on three issues: 1. Training 

and regulation; 2. Compliance; 3. Disciplinary issues. He would like to emulate 

other boards by having specific rules regarding upcoming agendas. Prior to next 

MAC meeting and every meeting thereafter have a conference call to decide on 

what is coming to the agenda and the most effective way to present the agenda. 

Mr. Chamber motion to have a conference to come up with policies and agenda. 

Rebecca Creel seconded. Voted: all ayes. 

3. Mr. Chambers asked who is the best contact at DHEC for the midwives. Mr. 

English stated that he and Shelly Kelly were to be the point of contact for any 

needed dialogue or questions. Meredith Sella, new attorney, introduced herself 

and offered her assistance as a point of contact. 

4. Introductions were made by all in attendance: Rebecca Creel (Consumer 

member), Geoffrey Chambers (Member-at-Large), Rachel Hall (Physician), 

Joanne Gottschall (LM) and Lori Gibson (LM). Representatives from DHEC: 

Jawiyah Salley, Meredith Sella, Terry English, Marcus Jackson, Charlene Bell, 

Sandra Johnson, Ashley Biggers. Absent from the MAC board: Lisa Byrd,LM, 

Tom Chappell,CNM and Judy Fry,CNM not present. 

5. Amy Leland, LM reported to MAC that the proviso regarding Birth Centers 

passed the House and Senate as unchanged this year. Has not been signed by 

the governor yet. Even with the proviso, due to ambiguous language, she and 

other birth centers are unable to achieve written agreement from hospitals in 

regards to transfer agreements. Requesting support from DHEC of these 
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required transfer agreements from the hospitals and a letter of support. Meredith 

Sella stated that Shelly Kelly will send a letter soon to Amy Leland regarding this 

that can be then shared with the other midwives. 

6. Facilitating Website Changes: Joanne Gottschall asked if there is anything that 

MAC can do to facilitate website updates, renewals, applications, etc. in a timely 

manner. Asked what’s the time frame in regards to applications and renewals for 

licensing. Mr. English stated, “There is no time frame.” Geoffrey Chambers asked 

if there is a better way to streamline mail. Jawiyah Salley and Terry English 

stated to send them an email to give them a heads up when applications or other 

mail are being sent or turned in. Lori Gibson asked how frequently LM list on the 

DHEC website is being updated. The answer is at the beginning of every month. 

Joanne Gottschall brought up again the fact that many applications or midwives 

are waiting up to five months for their renewals or licenses. DHEC members 

communicated that the time frame should now be 1-2 weeks. Gwen Thompson 

stated that they have now updated their process and “there was a problem,” but 

that it has been resolved at a recent meeting. Because of their new and updated 

process, there should no longer be the long hold time. Meredith Sella stated that 

if you submit your application timely, while processing,  the last existing license 

continues in effect until there is a response from DHEC. Submit application 

ahead of renewal date. DHEC requests that applicants or midwives check in with 

DHEC regularly to submit required paperwork. They have hired an additional 

nurse to help with paperwork and process. Section 1.23.370 B in APA License 

Renewal. They are also updating all midwife applications. 

7. Joanne Gottschall asked about the audit timeline. Jawiyah Salley said audits are 

broken up into three groups. No timeline. Score means nothing. Either pass or 

citations. If she finds a citation, she moves on to another audit and passes that 
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on to someone else.  

8. Jami Morris, LM asked if the memo sent as a provider wide exception which 

stated CNM’s, PA, and NP are able to do the 2 required healthcare visits can be 

added to regulations. Gwen Thompson stated that PWE’s are no longer allowed 

according to the General Council and that individual midwives would have to 

apply for individual exceptions for each exception they would like to see 

approved. Form can be found under licensing. Jami Morris asked if the previous 

PWE is still in effect that allowed for these provider exceptions. They did not 

know the answer to this. Meredith Sella will be the contact person on this, and 

MAC will have a conference call prior to the next MAC meeting in regards to 

this.REbecca Creel stated that she would investigate this with Meredith Sella 

9. Pulse oximetry topic is tabled.  

10. Revision of Quarterly Reports: MAC revised it, DHEC approved, but never 

updated to website. Lori Gibson will work on this prior to next meeting. 

11. Changing renewal of LM license to coincide with the CPM renewal: topic tabled 

until next meeting. 

12. LM/CPM to be added as level of care i ACOG’s proposal: Sandy Glenn, LM, 

presented in regards to Level 2 hospitals unable to accept outborn neonates into 

care. ACOG supports Regional Perinatal Center. RPC’s are responsible for 

consultation and transfer from low level providers. This tier is set up for seamless 

transfer and effective consultation in critical events. Women benefit from this 

seamless transfer. DHEC has listed all levels of providers other than birth 

centers/midwives. Because of that, midwives are not being able to utilize 

Regional center number. Requesting equal access of care to all providers 
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including birth centers and midwives. Also requesting outborn neonates be 

accepted to Level 2 hospitals. Meredith Sella communicated how hospitals break 

Federal law if they do not accept people coming to the ER. However midwives 

are requesting seamless transfer and consult into the OB and NICU. Meredith 

Sella asked for packet of information in order to research more into this. Jami 

Morris asked for MAC’s approval and support for the above two requests. 

Goeffrey Chambers stated that MAC would consult with each other on the best 

way to advise on this issue in their conference call. Jami Morris asked if MAC 

board agrees that transfer needs to be streamlined, and MAC agreed. Rebecca 

Creel submitted the motion that MAC agrees that transfer from low level 

providers should be equal and needs to be streamlined. Lori Gibson second. All 

AYES. They will discuss how to move forward. 

13. Rebecca Creel motioned to accept previous MAC minutes. Geoffrey Chambers 

second. All AYES. 

14. Next meeting is set for November 14, 2018 at 10am.  

15. According to Meredith Sella, DHEC asked Attorney General to define DHEC’s 

authority to regulate midwives. DHEC still has the same authority. There has 

been no change. 

16. Rebecca Creel made a motion to adjourn meeting. Geoffrey Chambers second. 

All ayes. Meeting adjourned at 11:27 a.m. 


